Abstract. Four widely-used techniques for vortex detection in turbulent flows are investigated and compared. The flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in a plane channel is simulated numerically by means of a parallel computational code based on a mixed spectral-finite difference algorithm for the numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations. The DNS approach (Direct Numerical Simulation) is followed in the calculations, performed at friction Reynolds number 180 = τ
Introduction
Organized vortical structures in wall-bounded flows have been investigated by several authors. One of the first contributions to the issue of the presence of vortices in the wall region of turbulent shear flows is due to Theodorsen [1] who introduced the hairpin vortex model. Robinson [2] confirmed the existence of non-symmetric archand quasi-streamwise vortices on the basis of the evaluation of DNS results. Studies involving the dynamics of hairpin vortices in the boundary layer have been performed by Perry & Chong [3] , Acarlar & Smith [4, 5] , Smith et al. [6] , Haidari & Smith [7] and Singer & Joslin [8] . On these bases, a picture of vortex generation and reciprocal interaction in the boundary layer emerges in which processes of interaction of existing vortices with wall-layer fluid involve viscous-inviscid interaction, generation of new vorticity, redistribution of existing vorticity, vortex stretching near the wall and vortex relaxation in the outer region. The process of evolution of a hairpin vortex involves the development of vortex legs in regions of increasing shear with intensification of vorticity in the legs themselves. The leg of a vortex -considered in isolation -may appear as a quasi-streamwise vortex near the wall. The head of a vortex instead, rises through the shear flow, entering regions of decreasing shear. As a consequence, the vorticity in the vortex head diminishes.
In spite of the remarkable amount of scientific work accomplished in this field, still there are no definite conclusions on the character of the phenomena occurring in the wall region of wall-bounded turbulent flows. Modern techniques for the numerical integration of the Navier-Stokes equations (advanced numerical methods and highperformance computing) have the ability of remarkably increasing the amount of data gathered during a research of computational nature, bringing to the condition of managing large amounts of data. A typical turbulent-flow database includes all three components of the fluid velocity in all points of a three-dimensional domain, evaluated for an adequate number of time steps of the turbulent statistically steady state. Mathematically-founded methods for the identification of vortical structures from a turbulent-flow database have been introduced by: i) Perry & Chong [9] , based on the complex eigenvalues of the velocity-gradient tensor; ii) Hunt et al. [10] and Zhong et al. [11] , based on the second invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor; iii) Zhou et al. [12] , based on the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue pair of the velocity-gradient tensor; iv) Jeong & Hussain [13] , based on the analysis of the Hessian of the pressure. These techniques for vortex eduction are extensively used in turbulence research but no work exists in which their ability in vortex detection is systematically compared. In the present work the capability of vortex identification of the four techniques outlined above, is analyzed. Perry & Chong [9] proposed a definition of a vortex as a region of space where the rate-of-deformation tensor has complex eigenvalues. By considering the system of the Navier-Stokes equations, an arbitrary point O can be chosen in the flow field and a Taylor series expansion of each velocity component can be performed in terms of the space coordinates, with the origin in O. The first-order pointwise linear approximation at point O is:
and if O is located at a critical point, the zero-order terms i A are equal to zero, being
In the case of incompressible flow, the characteristic equation of ij A becomes:
where Q and R are invariants of the velocity-gradient tensor (the other invariant 0 = P by continuity). Complex eigenvalues of the velocity-gradient tensor occur when the discriminant of ij A , 0 > D . According to this method, whether or not a region of vorticity appears as a vortex depends on its environment, i.e. on the local rate-of-strain field induced by the motions outside of the region of interest.
Second Invariant of the Velocity-Gradient Tensor (Method B)
Hunt et al. [10] and Zhong et al. [11] devised another criterion, in defining a eddy zone a region characterized by positive values of the second invariant Q of the velocity-gradient tensor. The velocity-gradient tensor can be split into symmetric and antisymmetric parts:
being ij S the rate-of-strain tensor (corresponding to the pure irrotational motion) and ij W the rate-of-rotation tensor (corresponding to the pure rotational motion). The second invariant of ij A can be written as:
where the first term on the right-hand side of (4) is proportional to the enstrophy density and the second term is proportional to the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy.
Imaginary Part of the Complex Eigenvalue Pair of the Velocity-Gradient Tensor (Method C)
Zhou et al. [12] adopted the criterion of identifying vortices by visualizing isosurfaces of the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue pair of the velocity-gradient tensor (actually the square of). By considering equation (2) and defining the quantities:
one has:
The method of visualizing isosurfaces (of the square) of the imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue pair of the velocity-gradient tensor is frame independent and due to the fact that the eigenvalue is complex only in regions of local circular or spiralling streamline, it automatically eliminates regions having vorticity but no local spiralling motion, such as shear layers.
Analysis of the Hessian of the Pressure (Method D)
Jeong & Hussain [13] proposed a definition of a vortex by reasoning on the issue of the pressure minimum, as follows "... a vortex core is a connected region characterized by two negative eigenvalues of the tensor 
where:
The existence of a local pressure minimum requires two positive eigenvalues for the Hessian tensor (
). By neglecting the contribution of the first two terms on the left-hand side of equation (7), only tensor (8) is considered to determine the existence of a local pressure minimum due to a vortical motion, i.e. the presence of two negative eigenvalues of B. The tensor B is symmetric by construction, all its eigenvalues are real and can be ordered ( 
Numerical Simulations
The numerical simulations are performed with a parallel computational code based on a mixed spectral-finite difference technique. The unsteady Navier-Stokes equation where ( )
are the velocity components in the cartesian coordinate system
. Equation (9) is nondimensionalized by the channel half-width h for lenghts, wall shear velocity τ u for velocities, the friction Reynolds number. The fields are admitted to be periodic in the streamwise (x) and spanwise (z) directions, and equation (9) are Fourier transformed accordingly. The nonlinear terms in the momentum equation are evaluated pseudospectrally by anti-transforming the velocities back in physical space to perform the products (FFTs are used). In order to have a better spatial resolution near the walls, a grid-stretching law of hyperbolic-tangent type is introduced for the grid points along y, the direction orthogonal to the walls. For time advancement, a third-order Runge-Kutta algorithm is implemented and time marching is executed with the fractional-step method. No-slip boundary conditions at the walls and cyclic conditions in the streamwise and spanwise directions are applied to the velocity. More detailed descriptions of the numerical scheme, of its reliability and of the performance obtained on the parallel computers that have been used, can be found in Alfonsi et al. 
Re
. The agreement between the present results and the results of Moser et al. [18] (obtained with a fully spectral code) is rather satisfactory. 
Results
In Figures 2a-b representation that can be obtained. From Figure 4a it can be noted that the hairpin exhibits two legs of length comparable to those shown in Figure 3a . Figure 4b shows a hairpin neck remarkably more thick with respect to that of Figure 3b Figure 5b shows that a portion of the neck of the vortex is missing.
Concluding Remarks
The case of the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in a plane channel is simulated numerically at 180 = τ Re and a turbulent-flow database is assembled. Four different criteria for vortex eduction are applied to the database and compared, showing that: i) the method of the "complex eigenvalues of the velocity-gradient tensor" gives the less satisfactory results in terms of vortex representation; ii) the methods of the "second invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor" and that based on the "analysis of the Hessian of the pressure" gives intermediate results, in the sense that a hairpin-like vortical structure actually appears, otherwise with missing parts or not optimal definitions; iii) the best results are obtained by using the method of the "imaginary part of the complex eigenvalue pair of the velocity-gradient tensor".
